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Abstract: Learning speed enhancement is one of the most important issues in
learning control. If we can improve both learning speed and tracking performance, it
will be helpful to the applicability of learning control. Considering these facts, in this
paper, we propose a learning speed enhancement scheme for iterative learning control
with advanced output data (ADILC) based on parameter estimation. We consider
linear discrete-time non-minimum phase (NMP) systems, whose model is unknown,
except for the relative degree and the number of NMP zeros. In each iteration,
estimates of the impulse response are obtained from input-output relationship. Then,
learning gain matrix is calculated from the estimates, and by using new learning gain
matrix, learning speed can be enhanced. Simulation results show that the learning
speed has been enhanced by applying the proposed method.
Keywords: iterative learning control, speed enhancement, parameter estimation,
learning gain estimation.

1 Introduction

By using Iterative learning control (ILC), the tracking performance can be enhanced when
the the same task is performed iteratively [7]– [9]. Among various ILC schemes, Iterative learning
control with advanced output data (ADILC) [4] [5] has been proposed for the learning control
in discrete time non-minimum phase (NMP) systems. ADILC stabilizes inverse mapping by
using output-to-input mapping directly with time-advanced output data. Its learning structure
is simple since it consists of an input update law that depends on the relative degree and number
of NMP zeros.

On the other hand, due to the complexity of computation, learning speed enhancement is
one of the most important issues in iterative learning control (ILC). Considering this, various
approaches for direct learning control (DLC) [9] have been proposed.

In [5], an ADILC scheme based on the estimation of the impulse response is proposed for
linear discrete-time NMP systems, whose model is unknown, except for the relative degree and
the number of NMP zeros. Instead of using an approximate model of the system, the first part of
impulse response is estimated and used for the ADILC. However, considering the computational
cost of this method, we need a novel scheme to enhance learning speed.

In this paper, we propose a new speed enhancement scheme for discrete time NMP systems,
extending the results in [5]. By using the estimates of the learning matrix, an estimate of
the desired input is derived and the learning speed can be significantly enhanced. Further, an
illustrative example is provided to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed method.
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2 ADILC for discrete-time NMP systems

In this section, some preliminary results of the ADILC in [4] are briefly summarized. Let us
consider a linear time invariant(LTI) system described by

x(i+ 1) = Ax(i) +Bu(i)

y(i) = Cx(i) (1)

where, u ∈ R1, x = [x1, · · · , xn]T ∈ Rn, and y ∈ R1 are the input, the state, and the output of
the system, respectively. A, B and C are matrices of appropriate dimensions. Let xd(i), yd(i)
and ud(i) represent the state, the output and the input corresponding to the desired trajectory
respectively. Further, let the desired output yd(i), i ∈ [σ,N + σ − 1] be given and u[i,j] :=

[u(i), · · · , u(j)]T ,y[i,j] := [y(i), · · · , y(j)]T .
The transfer function of the system is represented by G(z) = β1zn−1+···+βn

zn+α1zn−1+···+αn
. Here, it is

assumed that the number of NMP zeros, d0, and the relative degree, σ, are known a priori (i.e.,
β1 = · · · = βσ−1 = 0).

In the ADILC, the following input-output mapping is used to stabilize the inverse mapping.

y[σ+d0,N+σ+d0−1] = Hx(0) + Ju[0,N−1], (2)

H =
[

(Hd0+1)
T , · · · , (HN+d0)T

]T
,

J =


Jd0+1 Jd0 · · · 0
Jd0+2 Jd0+1 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
JN+d0 JN+d0−1 · · · Jd0+1

 ,
where Hl = CAσ+l−1, Jl = CAσ+l−2B. The time interval for the output of interest is [σ +
d0, N + σ + d0 − 1] in (2), whereas it is [σ,N + σ − 1] for minimum phase systems (i.e., d0 = 0).

For an ADILC, we set the input horizon to [0, N + d0 − 1] with u[N,N+d0−1] = 0 and the
output horizon to [0, N+σ+d0−1]. The desired trajectory, yd, is given in [σ,N+σ−1]. We set
yd[N+σ,N+σ+d0−1] to some appropriate constants. Further, at every iteration, we set xk(0) = xd(0)

and uk(i) = ud(i) = 0, N ≤ i ≤ N − 1 + d0.
To analyze the stability of the inverse mapping, we need the following assumptions:

• (A1) The system is stable, controllable and observable.

• (A2) The matrix A is invertible.

• (A3) βn 6= 0 in G(z).

• (A4) The matrix J is nonsingular.

With these assumptions, Lemma 1 shows that the inverse mapping (2) is stable using the
time advancing of the output data, even though it is an NMP system.

Lemma 2.1. (Stable inversion using time advancing)
The inverse mapping from yd[σ+d0,N+σ+d0−1] to ud[0,N−1] is stable.

The input update law is derived from Lemma 1 as follows:

uk+1
[0,N−1] = uk[0,N−1] + Skek[σ+d0,N+σ+d0−1], (3)
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where ek[l,m] = yd[l,m] − yk[l,m] and Sk ∈ RN×N is the learning gain matrix.
The next lemma shows that the input uk[0,N−1] converges to ud[0,N−1] as k → ∞ using the

input update law (3). It should be noted that this inverse mapping is stable.

Lemma 2.2. The uncertain system (1) satisfies (A1)–(A4). If the condition

‖I − SkJ‖ ≤ ρ < 1 (4)

holds, the input uk[0,N−1] converges to ud[0,N−1] as k →∞.

3 ADILC with the estimation of the impulse response

In this section, the impulse response estimation scheme in [5] is slightly modified for the
learning speed enhancement detailed in the next section. After estimating the first p impulse
responses, we select the first l ≤ p responses to obtain J̄, the estimate of J in (2). With J̄, which
consists of the estimations of the first l impulse responses (J1,· · · ,Jl), the ADILC scheme can be
applied to unknown NMP systems.

Since we set x(0) = 0 for the learning scheme, from (2), we can obtain

y[σ+d0,N+σ+d0−1] = Ju[0,N−1]. (5)

By exchanging the location of J and u[0,N−1], (5) can be changed into

y[σ+d0,N+σ+d0−1] = UmaxJ[1,N+d0+1]. (6)

Here,

Umax =

 u(d0) · · · u(0) · · · 0
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

u(d0 +N − 1) · · · u(N − 1) · · · u(0)

 ,
J[1,N+d0+1] = [J1, · · · , JN+d0+1]

T . (7)

To estimate the first p impulse responses, we make an approximation for J[1,p]. As i becomes
larger, the impulse response Ji approaches 0. By selecting a sufficient large p and discarding the
impulse responses from p+ 1, the approximation is made as

y[σ+d0,N+σ+d0−1] ≈ UpJ[1,p]. (8)

Here,

Up =
u(d0) u(d0 − 1) · · · 0
u(d0 + 1) u(d0) · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
u(d0 +N − 1) u(d0 +N − 2) · · · u(d0 +N − l − 1)

 ,
J[1,p] = [J1, · · · , Jp]T . (9)

Using the least square method, we can obtain J̄[1,p] consisting of the estimates of J[1,p], as

J̄[1,p] = (UT
p ·Up)

−1UT
p y[σ+d0,N+σ+d0−1]. (10)
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After estimating the impulse responses, we select the first l ≤ p impulse responses and obtain J̄
which is the estimates of J in (2).

In [5], a learning control scheme was presented based on impulse response estimation. At step
0, u1

[0,N−1] can be determined by setting S0 as an appropriate matrix, e.g., αI and u0
[0,N−1] = 0.

Then, we can estimate J̄k[1,N ] similarly to (10) and learning control can be performed using (3)
with Sk = α(J̄k)−1 for some α, 0 < α < 1.

4 Learning speed enhancement using the estimation of the im-
pulse response

In this section, a new learning speed enhancement algorithm is presented using (10) and the
learning scheme for unknown NMP systems. Since the estimates of impulse responses can be
used to estimate the desired input, the learning speed can be enhanced.

At k = 0, since u0
[0,N−1] = 0, y0

[σ+d0,N+σ+d0−1] will be zero. Thus, u
1
[0,N−1] = S0yd[σ+d0,N+σ+d0−1].

Here, we set S0 to be an appropriate matrix, e.g., αI. For k ≥ 1, we estimate the impulse re-
sponse J̄k[1,p] using (10) from uk[0,N−1] and yk[σ+d0,N+σ+d0−1], derive J̄k from the estimates of first
l impulse responses.

Likewise, for a sufficient k, e.g., k = 1, we can obtain the estimate of the input ūd[0,N−1] as
follows:

ūd[0,N−1] = (J̄k)−1y[σ+d0,N+σ+d0−1]. (11)

If the estimation is successfully made and l is sufficiently enough, ūd[0,N−1] will be considerably
close to ud[0,N−1].

For k + 1, e.g., k = 2, we can set uk[0,N−1] = ūd[0,N−1] and S = α(J̄k)−1. If S satisfies the
convergence condition, we can obtain the desired input with the proposed method. Throughout
this approach, we can enhance the learning speed. We can summarize the learning rule as follows:

The proposed learning algorithm

• Step 0: When k = 0.

- Set S0 to be an appropriate matrix and obtain u1
[0,N−1].

• Step 1: For the first iteration,

- Obtain y1
[σ+d0,N+σ+d0−1].

- If ‖ek[σ+d0,N+σ+d0−1]‖ ≤ ε, then stop.

- Else, derive J̄k using (10).

- Calculate the estimated value of the desired input ūd[0,N−1] from (11) and set u2
[0,N−1] =

ūd[0,N−1] .

• Step k: For the k-th iteration,

- If ‖ek[σ+d0,N+σ+d0−1]‖ ≤ ε, then stop.

- Set S = α(J̄k)−1.

- Update the input using (3), increment k, and repeat Step k until termination.
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Theorem 1. The NMP system (1) satisfies (A1)-(A4), the relative degree and the number of
NMP zeros are known, and the system dynamics may not be known completely. Let us assume
that we update the input based on the proposed learning algorithm.

If the condition (4) holds for all k ≥ 1, the input uk[0,N−1] converges to ud[0,N−1] as k →∞.

Proof: This can be easily shown using Lemma 2.1, and Theorem 1 from [5]. 2

(a) Outputs using the proposed method and y5 in [5]

(b) Inputs using the proposed method and u5 in [5]

Figure 1: Outputs and inputs for different values of k

5 Simulation results

Let us consider an example of NMP system for a positioning table in [10] as follows:

G(z) =
0.0082z4 + 0.031z

(z + 0.29)(z − 0.2)(z − 0.46)(z2 − 1.7z + 0.73)
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This system has one NMP zero (z = −3.7805) and satisfies (A1)–(A4). The desired trajectory
is given as

yd(i) =

{
0, i = 0, 1, 83, 84, 85, 86
−0.2 cos(0.05π(i− 2)), 2 ≤ i ≤ 82.

(12)

Here, we set N = 85, S0 = 0.1I and u(85) = u(86) = 0. The input update law is given as
uk+1
[0,84] = uk[0,84] + Skek[2,86]. From (10), we set p = 85. The impulse response is estimated using

J̄k[1,85] = ((Uk)T ·Uk)−1(Uk)Tyk[2,86]. (13)

In addition, J̄1 is obtained using l = 30. Then, we set u2 = ūd and enhance the learning speed.
In this case, the convergence condition is satisfied as ‖I − SkJk‖ < 0.568 when Sk = 0.5(J̄k)−1.

Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) show the outputs and inputs for different values of k, respectively. The
root mean square (RMS) error for the output error is 0.0012 for k = 2, and is smaller than the
RMS error of 0.0036 for k = 10 reported in [5]. From this example, we can see that the learning
speed is significantly enhanced.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a new learning speed enhancement algorithm of ADILC
for discrete-time NMP systems. First, we have presented an estimation algorithm of impulse
responses based on the input-output mapping of ADILC. Next, learning speed enhancement
algorithm has been derived from new learning gain, which is calculated with the estimates of
impulse response. Simulation results for the NMP system have demonstrated the learning speed
enhancement of the proposed method.

Robust algorithms over disturbances for learning control can be considered with the proposed
method. It remains as a future work.
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